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Case Study
THE CREATIVE PACK REBRANDS CLASSIC MRS.RICHARDSON’S DESSERT SAUCES
Mrs. Richardson’s dessert sauces turn ordinary dessert recipes into extraordinary ones. Artisan at
its finest, made in the same manner as in the original days of the brand when shortcuts weren’t
available and handcrafted was the only way. Crafted to be perfectly spoonable right out of jar,
Mrs. Richardson’s is a small classic brand, established in 1982, delivering six delectable dessert
toppers at national level.
Mrs. Richardson’s asserts itself as a premium quality dessert sauce with superior taste and
artisan quality. However, with an outdated design, customers became misled about the product,
instead turning to the reliability of big name brands. Wanting to be represented accurately, Mrs.
Richardson’s came to The Creative Pack to create a new look positioning themselves as a
premium dessert sauce. A design that is relevant today with long-term positioning in the market
place. Its new elevated packaging can easily be found in a specialty or boutique food store, but is
in the mass market. It appeals to the everyday customer looking to add a bit of rich elegance to
their favorite dessert.

The Brief for The Creative Pack
•
•
•
•
•

Redesign logo and packaging to be relevant in todays market and the future
Create system to differentiate skus that embodies the flavor and is easy to shop
Communicate the dessert sauces versatility - great on desserts beyond ice cream
Convey the dessert sauces’ premium quality and taste
Differentiate themselves from big name competitors

The Process
Mrs. Richardson’s dessert sauces turn ordinary dessert recipes into extraordinary ones. Artisan at
its finest, made in the same manner as in the original days of the brand when shortcuts weren’t
available and handcrafted was the only way. Crafted to be perfectly spoonable right out of jar,
Mrs. Richardson’s is a small classic brand, established in 1982, delivering six delectable dessert
toppers at national level.
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Mrs. Richardson’s asserts itself as a premium quality dessert sauce with superior taste and
artisan quality. However, with an outdated design, customers became misled about the product,
instead turning to the reliability of big name brands. Wanting to be represented accurately, Mrs.
Richardson’s came to The Creative Pack to create a new look positioning themselves as a
premium dessert sauce. A design that is relevant today with long-term positioning in the market
place. Its new elevated packaging can easily be found in a specialty or boutique food store, but is
in the mass market. It appeals to the everyday customer looking to add a bit of rich elegance to
their favorite dessert.
Inspired by old classic cookbooks – serif typefaces, slightly worn pages and delicious
photographs of sweets and treats – Mrs. Richardson’s cookbook is transformed into a dessert
label. The overhead indulgent dessert shots mimic your kitchen when in the midst of baking.
Changing per sku, each dessert suggestion caters to the sauce ingredients and a likely pairing.
Made to inspire and get creative. Pour on top or mix into desserts like sundaes, cakes, brownies,
pies and more for a little extra yum. The cream background resembles that of a used cookbook.
Warm, inviting and worn with love. To match, the lid is in the same cream color, an ownable color
to Mrs. Richardson’s. The predominately white and black packaging creates a classic and
timeless look that is both elegant and dependable.
As if Mrs. Richardson’s own signature, the handwritten logo makes the brand more personable –
communicating a brand that is inviting, genuine and trustworthy. It’s a signature or promise to
provide nothing less than the highest, premium quality.
A classic brand of dessert sauces with longstanding quality and taste with now a design to match.
The packaging inspires versatility and freedom to be creative in the kitchen. It celebrates Mrs.
Richardson’s ability to innovate and create heavenly desserts.

Hashtags
#Mrs.Richardsons #Foralittleextrayum #dessertsauces #dessertsauce #hotfudge #desserttopper
#extrayummy #seasaltcaramel #seasaltcaramelsauce #caramel #caramelsauce
#strawberrysauce #darkchocolatesauce #butterscotchsauce #butterscotch #icecreamtopper
#dessertlove #lovedessert

Editor’s notes:
The Creative Pack is based in Los Angeles and services clients such as Fresh Thyme Farmers Market, Beyond
Meat, La Terra Fina & Röckenwagner Bakery
For more information contact:
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